1. The People's Republic of China has received financing from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) toward the cost of Chongqing Integrated Logistics Demonstration Project and it intends to apply part of the proceeds of this financing to payments under the Contract named above. Bidding is open to Bidders from eligible source countries of ADB.

2. The Chongqing Transportation Logistics Company (“the Employer”) invites sealed bids from eligible Bidders for the construction and completion of Chongqing Traffic and Transportation Base (“the Works”), which has a total construction area of 206,885m². The main construction contents include:

- site, road and storage yard, boundary wall and outdoor ancillary works;
- 1#-8# warehouses, aerial tramway for 9#-11# buildings, air corridor of 12# building and 13-16# secondary guard house

Main works are: earthworks, concrete works, masonry works, decoration works, metal structure works, electric engineering, HVAC project, water supply and drainage, fire protection engineering, landscaping and outdoor ancillary works, etc.

The duration of the contract implementation is two (2) years.

The specific project contents and quantity are specified in bidding drawings and Bill of Quantities.

3. International Competitive Bidding will be conducted in accordance with ADB’s Single-Stage: One-Envelope procedure and is open to all Bidders from eligible source countries as described in the Bidding Document.

4. Only eligible Bidders with the following key qualifications should participate in this bidding:

- The domestic Bidders and the domestic Bidders who associate with foreign Bidders as Joint Ventures should have:
  o Grade I Certificate of Construction Engineering General Contracting or above;
o Grade I Certificate of Steel Construction Professional Contracting or above; and
o Grade III Certificate of Bridge Construction Professional Contracting or above.

In case of foreign Bidders, the equivalent documents from their respective jurisdictions may be submitted.

Detailed qualification requirements are found in Section 3 of the Bidding Document.

5. To obtain further information and inspect the Bidding Documents, Bidders should contact:

**The Employer: Chongqing Transportation Logistics Company**
Attention: Mr. Jiang Chunyong
Street address: Port Trade Service Tower, Tuzhu Town, Shapingba District
Floor/Room number: 901
City: Chong Qing
ZIP code: 401333
Country: The People’s Republic of China
Telephone: 0086 023 86255207
Fax: 0086 023 86255207
E-mail: 349441771@qq.com

**The Procurement Agent: China International Tendering Co., Ltd.**
Address: Room 907, Genertec Plaza, 90 Xisanhuan Zhonglu, Beijing, China
Tel: 86 10-63348601
Fax: 86 10-63348691
Attention: Mr. Zhang Yan
Email: zhangyan@citc.genertec.com.cn

6. To purchase the Bidding Documents in English, eligible Bidders should:

- Write to the address above requesting for the Bidding Documents or visit the Procurement Agent’s address stated above between 9:00 – 11:30 hours in the morning and 13:30 – 16:00 hours in the afternoon (Beijing time) for Chongqing Traffic and Transportation Base Construction Project (IFB No.: 0701-182030060008)
- Pay a nonrefundable fee of CNY 2,000 or US$320 by cash, check or directly deposit to the account below:
  - Account Name: China International Tendering Co., Ltd.
  - Account Bank: Head Office, Business Department, Bank of China
  - Account No.: 778350010653
- If courier service is required, an extra fee of CNY200 will be needed for domestic delivery and US$50 for overseas delivery. The Procurement Agent will promptly dispatch the documents by courier. No liability will be accepted for loss or late delivery.

7. Deliver your bid:

- To the address: Chongqing Public Resource Trading Center - Government procurement branch office Bid opening Room (No.2, wulidian wujian road, jiangbei district, Chongqing, PRC)

Asian Development Bank
On or before the deadline: **10:00 hours (Beijing Time), 12 September 2018**
Together with a Bid Security as described in the Bidding Document.

Bids will be opened immediately after the deadline for bid submission in the presence of Bidder’s representatives who choose to attend.

8. When comparing Bids, ADB’s Domestic Preference Scheme will not be applied in accordance with the provisions stipulated in the Bidding Document.